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Investors have too often extrapolated from recent experience. In the 1950s, who but the
most rampant optimist would have dreamt that over the next fifty years the real return
on equities would be 9% per year? Yet this is what happened in the U.S. stock market.
The optimists triumphed. However, as Don Marquis observed, an optimist is someone
who never had much experience. The authors of this book extend our experience
across regions and across time. They present a comprehensive and consistent analysis
of investment returns for equities, bonds, bills, currencies and inflation, spanning
sixteen countries, from the end of the nineteenth century to the beginning of the twentyfirst. This is achieved in a clear and simple way, with over 130 color diagrams that
make comparison easy. Crucially, the authors analyze total returns, including
reinvested income. They show that some historical indexes overstate long-term
performance because they are contaminated by survivorship bias and that long-term
stock returns are in most countries seriously overestimated, due to a focus on periods
that with hindsight are known to have been successful. The book also provides the first
comprehensive evidence on the long-term equity risk premium--the reward for bearing
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the risk of common stocks. The authors reveal whether the United States and United
Kingdom have had unusually high stock market returns compared to other countries.
The book covers the U.S., the U.K., Japan, France, Germany, Canada, Italy, Spain,
Switzerland, Australia, the Netherlands, Sweden, Belgium, Ireland, Denmark, and
South Africa. Triumph of the Optimists is required reading for investment professionals,
financial economists, and investors. It will be the definitive reference in the field and
consulted for years to come.
The latest, most complete data for more informed investment decisions The 2016 Stocks,
Bonds, Bills, and Inflation (SBBI) Yearbook is the industry standard performance data
reference, with comprehensive records dating back to 1926. Covering common stocks, longterm government bonds, long-term corporate bonds, Treasury bills, and the Consumer Price
Index, this book provides the essential information advisors, planners, and brokers need to
analyze asset class performance. Historical return figures include the riskless rate of interest,
equity risk premium, bond default premium, and the maturity premium between the return on
long-term governments and Treasury bills, and total returns and index values cover large and
small company stocks, long- and intermediate-term government bonds, inflation, and more.
Charts and graphs allow for quick visual reference, and a clear hierarchical organization
pattern facilitates efficient data location. As the go-to reference for information and capital
market returns, this book provides investors with the critical background they need to analyze
future investments. With the most complete historical data available, investors will be able to:
Find annual index levels and total rates of return for five basic asset series Access historical
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return figures for four component series Estimate cost-of-capital based on comprehensive,
reliable data Make informed judgments about future investment opportunities Performance
analysis is critical to successful investing, but the analysis can only be as useful as the data is
accurate. Decisions made from scant information are not good investment decisions; investors
need complete, top-quality data to make informed choices and properly balance risk with
reward. The 2016 Stocks, Bonds, Bills, and Inflation (SBBI) Yearbook is the definitive study of
historical capital market data in the United States, and the gold-standard reference industrywide.
The latest, most complete data for more informed investment decisions The 2017 Stocks,
Bonds, Bills, and Inflation (SBBI) Yearbook is the industry standard performance data
reference, with comprehensive records dating back to 1926. Covering common stocks, longterm government bonds, long-term corporate bonds, Treasury bills, and the Consumer Price
Index, this book provides the essential information advisors, planners, and brokers need to
analyze asset class performance. Historical return figures include the riskless rate of interest,
equity risk premium, bond default premium, and the maturity premium between the return on
long-term governments and Treasury bills, and total returns and index values cover large and
small company stocks, long- and intermediate-term government bonds, inflation, and more.
Charts and graphs allow for quick visual reference, and a clear hierarchical organization
pattern facilitates efficient data location. As the go-to reference for information and capital
market returns, this book provides investors with the critical background they need to analyze
future investments. With the most complete historical data available, investors will be able to:
Find annual index levels and total rates of return for five basic asset series Access historical
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return figures for four component series Estimate cost-of-capital based on comprehensive,
reliable data Make informed judgments about future investment opportunities Performance
analysis is critical to successful investing, but the analysis can only be as useful as the data is
accurate. Decisions made from scant information are not good investment decisions; investors
need complete, top-quality data to make informed choices and properly balance risk with
reward. The 2017 Stocks, Bonds, Bills, and Inflation (SBBI) Yearbook is the definitive study of
historical capital market data in the United States, and the gold-standard reference industrywide.
Stocks, Bonds, Bills and Inflation (SBBI?) data from Ibbotson covers some of the most crucial
information you'll need when performing a business valuation with either ValuSource Pro 2001
or Value Express 2001. Whether you're looking for A/B splits for the 10th decile or specific risk
premia on nearly 300 different industry premia used with build-up method using 2 and 3 digit
SIC codes. The Valuation Edition of Ibbotson's Stocks, Bonds, Bills and Inflation? 2002
Yearbook contains important data and narrative essential to valuation professionals. You have
been able to get SBBI? data from Wiley since 1991. However, we felt that you needed more
than just the numbers provided in the valuation yearbook - you really need a video tutorial on
CD to explain what the data is, and how to best use the information contained in the valuation
yearbook as well. Now Wiley is offering you two great options: When you acquire your
Valuation Edition of Ibbotson's Stocks, Bonds, Bills and Inflation? 2002 Yearbook from Wiley
you'll receive a video tutorial on CD! This allows you to quickly generate a SBBI? database that
interfaces with either ValuSource Pro 2001 or Value Express 2001. You'll also be given
instructions on how to use and integrate SBBI? data in both programs. Alternatively, you may
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select the SBBI? Data CD. This CD not only has the video tutorial, but it also contains all the
SBBI? data needed for your ValuSource Pro 2001 or Value Express 2001 - no keying in the
data! You'll still get your copy of the Valuation Edition of Ibbotson's Stocks, Bonds, Bills and
Inflation? 2002 Yearbook. This CD is not available from Ibbotson. This option is on ISBN
0-471-23722-1. How to save money on this and other ValuSource products: Call 800-825-8763
today! You may be eligible for a discount; for example, owners of previous versions of
ValuSource Pro or Value Express are eligible for special upgrade prices. We might be running
a special offer on other fine ValuSource products as well. WILEY OFFERS A NO RISK,
30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ON ALL OF OUR PRODUCTS. You have everything to
gain, and nothing to lose by trying any item that may help you work more effectively and
efficiently

Contains historical data on the returns from common stocks, small-company
stocks, long-term government bonds, intermediate-term government bonds, U.S.
Treasury bills and inflation.
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